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This talk

- is about geometrical aspects of the experiment

- Zbigniew Dauter gives a very good talk about this

- this talk will report what you find in his papers

- supplemented by facts investigated by James Holton

- finally, new aspects (mainly) for the Pilatus detector 



Why collect data?

Goal of the experiment is:  collect -

(qualitatively) complete and 

(quantitatively) accurate data

After data processing, the intensities of 
(ideally) all unique reflections of the 
asymmetric unit of reciprocal space should 
be known accurately







Advance  preparations

 1.  Crystals must be prepared

 2.  You must be prepared

                 because

    Anything that can go wrong,
 will go wrong  (Murphy, 2000 BC)

From: http://www.ccp4.ac.uk/schools/APS-2011/tutorials/data-peculiarities/Dauter_data.ppt



Data collection process 

 - Easy to screw-up in many ways
 

 - Involves lots of technical problems
 

 - But it is science, not technicality
 

 - Pays off to “engage your brain”

 - Last truly experimental step
 

 - later mostly computing (and writing-up)
 

          which may be repeated many times
 

 - good quality data make all subsequent

            steps much easier



Type of experiment
Always best to have diffraction data 
       complete, high resolution and accurate
       but of particular importance are:

 - Native data for refinement
         highest resolution  (multiple passes)

 - Molecular replacement
        medium resolution, no overloads 

- Heavy atom derivative
        medium resolution, accurate

 - Anomalous (MAD, SAD)
        modest resolution (radiation damage)
        very accurate and complete at low res.





Completeness



Quantitative completeness of 
indices

 Depends entirely on the geometry 
 and mutual disposition of

 
    Reciprocal lattice (crystal)

 and
Ewald sphere (radiation)



 Ewald construction
 3-D illustration of Bragg's law:         n.λ = 2.d.sin 

θ

Ewald sphere   represents       radiation
Reciprocal lattice   represents       crystal



 Asymmetric  unit in reciprocal 
space

Asymmetric unit in reciprocal space is always
 a wedge bounded by rotation axes

(or planes in Laue group):

                                native        anomalous
 
          Triclinic             –  hemisphere  -  sphere
          Orthorhombic    -  octant          -  quadrant     
                     
                   etc.

 It is important to know where to start 
 and how much to rotate the crystal





Asymmetric unit in 622 – c axis 
rotation



Asymmetric unit in 622 – a/b 
axis rotation



Asymmetric unit in 222 – 90o 
axial



Asymmetric unit in 222 – 90o 
diagonal



„Oscillation“ range

Influences:
● „partials“ versus „fullies“
● Overloads
● Overlap
● Background 



Still image



Increasing rotation

∆ϕmax = ___________ - η180 . d

 π . a

 d – resolution
 a – cell parameter || beam
 η – mosaicity



Overloaded profiles

 Best, strongest reflections – very important 
for

Fourier maps, Pattersons, direct methods, 
phasing



Overload  extrapolated

  standard profile fitted on shoulders
 and extrapolated above overload value

65535

= 2
16

-1



Multiplicity

 More measurements of equivalent 
reflections

 lead to more accurate average and σ 
estimation

 Also scaling and merging is more 
effective

 But beware of radiation damage



Radiation damage

       Typical syndrome of radiation damage 
–
 first and last data do not agree with 
average



Radiation damage

Actually, multiplicity enables us to 
● discover radiation damage 
● quantify radiation damage: Rd-plot
● (at least partially) compensate for it: 
zero-dose extrapolation



Technical details investigated by

James Holton – see
http://bl831.als.lbl.gov/~jamesh/powerpoint/ 
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Shutter Jitter

open

closed

shutter jitter
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xtal vibration noise

incident beam

diffr
act

ed beam

see: Alkire et al. (2008)."Is your cold-stream working for you or against you? An 
in-depth look at temperature and sample motion", J. Appl. Cryst. 41, 1122-1133.
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Solution to vibration:

attenu-wait!
•reduce flux (transmission)
•increase exposure time

OR: improve the hardware!



Compromises
short exposure time (or strong attenuation) 
reduces radiation damage and avoids overloads,

long exposure time (little attenuation) 
improves the signal-to-noise

small oscillation better samples the reflection 
profiles and reduces background,

large oscillation saves readout time and 
minimizes the damage from shutter flicker

short crystal-detector distance ensures that even 
the highest resolution is recorded,

long distance avoids reflection overlap
and increases signal-to-noise



How to find „best“ compromise?

- typically: choice based on past experience of „experts“

- but: some concepts are qualitative only: what is 
„high enough completeness“, 
„too much radiation damage“, 
„collecting indices instead of intensities“,
„must see reflections to believe they are there“,
„the correct high-resolution cutoff“? 
Actually, these involve non-proven, ill-defined concepts: FUD

- more reasonable: based on strategy programs e.g. BEST

- best: build up your own understanding by reading papers and 
discussions on CCP4BB, and own experience by trial and error



Features of Pilatus detector

- pixel-array detector (PAD): each pixel is a 
detector with electronics
- counts (instead of accumulates) each photon as 
it hits the detector
- can count up to 20 bits (>1.000.000)
- noise-free readout, no intrinsic background
- fast readout (ms)
- Point spread function: one photon affects only 
one pixel (if the photon hits the detector at right 
angle)



These change the rules:

- no intrinsic and read-out noise: this improves 
signal-to-noise ratio of weak reflections
- very low counts (0,1,2,...) are possible: low 
exposure allows to avoid overloads
- ideal for fine slicing: less background
- enables shutterless (i.e. continuous) data 
collection: no shutter jitter
- for the same signal-to-noise, one can expose 
less: this means less radiation damage, higher 
multiplicity



… and give us freedom!

e.g.
- to adapt the oscillation range to the mosaicity *
- to slice the tolerable dose into many low-dose 
frames such that we obtain more meaningful 
partially complete datasets from microcrystals or 
at RT

* concept nicely proven, and details given by Müller et al 
(2012) „Optimal fine ɸ-slicing for single-photon-counting 
pixel detectors“, Acta D68, 42



CCD way   Pilatus way

… and the way we can do the experiment:

“It is important to know 
where to start and how 
much to rotate the crystal“

Start anywhere and 
collect 180° (or 
more, as long as xtal 
survives)

Collect 1° oscillation Collect 0.1° oscillation

Expose such that 
reflections can be seen 
visually

Expose weakly and 
rather increase 
multiplicity

Hi/lo exposure passes One pass



Exposure time: “dose slicing”

crystal’s useful lifeN
photons

N
photons

N
photons



How to obtain good data, given a 
total dose

Old/classic/
conservative

better

Statistics R
merge

CC
1/2

Exposure Reflections visible; 
tolerate some 
overloads

Low-dose, high 
multiplicity

Oscillation range 1° Pilatus: 0.05-0.2°
CCD: 0.25-0.5°

 Rotation range strategy, xplan 180°/360° 
native/anomalous



Conclusions
X-ray data collection  (with 2D detectors)

- scientific process, not technicality

- irreversible consequences (often)
 
- even more important due to progress in
    automation, phasing, refinement etc.

 Always involves a compromise between
   time, redundancy, completeness etc.
 - but it should be a wise compromise



Open questions

All technical details can be understood, but questions remain:

How much completeness is enough?

How much radiation damage can be tolerated?

How good do the data have to be, to be able to solve a structure?

My recommendation: always 

1) use a test crystal

2) don't rely on BEST and similar „strategy“ programs. It is better to 
process data on site and adjust parameters for the next crystal, 
based on the results. But it's important to look at the right indicators!



If you would like to obtain a PDF of the slides, send email to 
kay.diederichs@uni-konstanz.de

Thank you!



Checking your imagination!

 Which data are better? Rmerge=80% , multiplicity=4 or Rmerge=100% , 
multiplicity=8 ?

 Model A is refined at 2.0 Å, Rwork/Rfree=18.0/22%, model 
B at 2.2 Å, Rwork/Rfree=16.0/20.5%. a) Which model is better? b) If you 
don't know the answer: which procedure to decide? 

 Can one compare R-values that do not refer to the same sets of 
reflections?

 Can one estimate model error by formulas that disregard 
experimental errors (sigmas)? 

 Can a model give Fcalc
2 that are closer to the true Fcalc

2 than the Iobs are 
against which it was refined?

 Why is there a gap between CC* and CCwork at low res (only)?



General references

Data-collection strategies
Z. Dauter (1999) Acta Cryst. D55, 1703-1717

Integration of macromolecular diffraction data
A.G.W. Leslie (1999) Acta Cryst. D55, 1696-1702

An introduction to data reduction: space-group 
determination, scaling and intensity statistics
P. R. Evans (2011) Acta Cryst. D67, 282-292  
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